DIAGNOSIS OF FIVE SUGARCANE DISEASES USING THE SAME LEAF SAMPLE
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Abstract
Both viral and bacterial diseases affect the sugarcane crop in Colombia. Disease control is mainly achieved through the use of resistant varieties and healthy seedcane. In order to select healthy seedcane, it is necessary to verify the absence of pathogens, for which reliable and sensitive methods of diagnosis are required. This paper presents the results of using tissue-blot (TBIA) and dot-blot (DBIA) enzyme immunoassays for diagnosing five sugarcane diseases of importance in Colombia: ratoon stunting disease, leaf scald, sugarcane mosaic virus, bacilliform virus and yellow leaf syndrome, caused by the sugarcane yellow leaf virus. Both methods showed good specificity and sensitivity; and a combination of both made it possible to determine the prevalence of the diseases in different areas. Diagnostic tests for the five diseases were done using the same leaf sample. This is a non-destructive sampling technique that facilitates fieldwork as well as the transport and storage of the samples. The methods are fast, simple, and economical; they do not require sophisticated equipment; and a large number of samples can be evaluated simultaneously.

Methods and results

Sample collection and storage

Different methods of storing the samples were tested. Packages of 20 leaves, collected from randomly selected plants in the field, were transported in completely sealed plastic bags. These were placed in a refrigerated cooler, or in a refrigerator at 4°C if processing was delayed for several days.

Antisera

The antisera for detecting SCBV and SCYLV were supplied by B.E.L. Lockhart (University of Minnesota, USA). Antisera for SCMV, leaf scald and RSD were prepared at CENICÀ.

Optimisation of DIA and TBIA protocols

The pathogen was bound to the membranes for DBIA and TBIA and the same protocol was followed for both tests. The membranes were incubated for one hour on a horizontal shaker with 1% skimmed milk and 0.5% bovine serum albumin in tris-buffered saline (TBS). After two rapid washes with TBS, the corresponding conjugate, consisting of anti-rabbit immunoglobulin conjugated with alkaline phosphatase was added. For the conjugate it was concluded that a titre of 1:8000–1:10 000 worked well for all five pathogens.

To visualise the reaction, a mixture of bromo chloro-indolyl-phosphate (BCIP) and nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) was added in substrate buffer with agitation and the membranes were washed with water and left to air dry. In the case of DBIA, the presence or absence of violet-blue-coloured spots in the samples was assessed. For TBIA, the presence or absence of violet-blue-coloured spots in the xylem vascular vessels in the leaf veins was determined using a stereomicroscope.

Dot-blot technique (DBIA)

Tissue was cut from the leaf laminae and midribs at different parts of the stalk: the basal part of the top visible dewlap leaf (TVD), leaf #2 and leaf #5 of affected plants. For all five diseases and healthy checks, samples were weighed.
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Detection of RSD and leaf scald

Weighed material was suspended in 1 mL of sterile water and left at ambient temperature to facilitate the diffusion of the bacteria from the diseased tissue. Samples were filtered through a Bio-Dot microfiltration apparatus (Bio-Rad®), which contained a NCM of 0.45 μm, previously moistened in TBS (pH 7.5). The membrane was then dried at ambient temperature and either used immediately or stored at 4°C for several days. It was found that 100 mg/mL of midribs was sufficient for detecting a positive reaction. The optimum sample volume was 10 μL for leaf scald and 30 μL for RSD.

Diagnosis of SCYLV, SCBV and SCMV

One sample of 100 mg of tissue/ml was sufficient to obtain a good reaction in the test. The optimum tissue/DIECA ratio for both SCYLV and SCBV was 1:10, the ideal sample volume was 10 μL and the optimum dilution was 1:500. SCYLV produced a stronger reaction when tissue from the leaf lamina was used than with tissue from the midrib. For SCBV and SCMV, no reaction was observed when using tissue from the midrib.

Tissue-blot immunoassay (TBIA)

Impressions were made of the central vein of the TVD leaves and leaves 2 and 5 on a NCM, evaluating the effect of distance from the base of the leaf. The blots were processed immediately or stored at 4°C before processing.

For the bacterial diseases, the proportion of positive vascular bundles was highest in the lowest leaves. For SCYLV, a stronger reaction was observed from the TVD leaf than from leaves 2 and 5. In all the leaves, the proportion of positive vascular bundles was highest in the basal part of the midrib, up to 30–40 cm from the base. At greater distances from the leaf base the reaction became weaker, and after 60–70 cm, no positive vessels were detected. For SCBV and SCMV, it was not possible to visualise the staining of the vessels by this method.

Sensitivity

Different mixtures of diseased and healthy leaves were made for all five diseases, mixing one diseased leaf with 19 healthy ones, two with 18 and so on until there were absolute checks of 20 diseased leaves and 20 healthy ones. DBIA was capable of detecting one diseased leaf among 19 healthy ones. The level of detection of RSD and leaf scald was also determined by counting bacteria by immuno-fluorescent direct count on filter (FADCF). Samples with concentrations greater than 4.8 x 10⁴ cells/mL were detected.

Conclusions

The main advantages of DBIA and TBIA are their high sensitivity and specificity. They are also simple, rapid and economical. They do not require sophisticated equipment such as an epifluorescent microscope, which is necessary for FADCF.

Combining DBIA and TBIA resulted in highly efficient evaluation of a large number of samples for RSD, leaf scald and SCYLV. The initial evaluation used a mixture of 20 leaves. Diagnosis was first done using DBIA. Samples that tested positive by DBIA were then evaluated individually by TBIA or DBIA to determine the percentage incidence of each pathogen. It was not possible to combine the two methods for the diagnosis of SCBV and SCMV because TBIA did not detect these two pathogens. For these pathogens, the leaves of samples that initially tested positive were re-evaluated individually by DBIA to determine percentage incidence.
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